Remark Office OMR 10.1
Thank you for your feedback!
We greatly appreciate your suggestions, comments and feedback. We are continually trying to improve our products to
simplify your data collection needs. We add many updates and features based on your feedback. You can see these items
noted below with stars ( ). Please keep your feature requests, comments and other feedback coming and we will do
our best to implement them.
Remark Quick Stats - New Features and Enhancements


Email Summary when Using Report Batches - A summary was added when using Report Batches and sending
emails so that you can verify the emails that will be sent.



Math Fractional Question Grading Issue - An issue with grading math fractional questions where correct answers
were explicitly defined was fixed.



Error Exiting Remark Quick Stats - An error #3704 when closing Remark Office OMR before Quick Stats closed
was fixed.



Missing Percent Sign in Reports - The percent sign was re-added to the Basic Item Analysis Report with Statistics.



Multiple Responses when Importing Answer Keys - When importing a from grid row or a text key and the correct
answer is multiple responses where all responses are required for the response to be correct, the software was
changed to allow multiple responses so they are not converted to '-3'.



Pasting in Answer Key in Grade Utility - The ability to paste correct answers in the answer key was added to the
stand alone Advanced Grade Utility.



Pasting in Answer Key in Advanced Versions - The ability to paste correct answers in the advanced standard
answer key was added.



Excel Issue with Condensed Test Report - An issue was fixed when using multiple test versions and exporting the
report to Excel, where the second and subsequent test version reports had an error with the Response
Frequency heading labels not being displayed and the data was shifted up a row.



Quick Grade with Standard Answer Keys - An issue was fixed when using Quick Grade and allowing multiple
responses where the additional test versions were treating the multiple responses as "OR", meaning any single
correct answer was marked as correct.



Additional Commas in CSV Export - An issue was fixed where after grading a test in Remark Quick Stats and
exporting to csv format using Export Textual Data and results using the default scores, Remark was adding
additional commas for all the scores listed that can be exported even though they were not selected.



Report Batches Hang - A problem was fixed where running Report Batches would hang Remark Quick Stats.



Sorting Students Causes Student Grade Report to Span Multiple Pages - A problem was fixed when using
learning objectives and sorting the student grade report, it forced each learning objective onto a new page of
the report, as opposed to all of them in the table at the top.



Response Reports Error - A problem was fixed where the Response Reports would state there are no records to
run the report if the template only had image regions (no OMR regions).



Single Excel File for Multiple Versions - When exporting to Excel and using Standard Answer Keys, you will now
get one Excel file with the various versions, as opposed to separate Excel files based on the version.

Data Center - New Features and Enhancements


A link was added to the Help menu to submit a Remark review on our website.



Variable Paths in Automation Files - The ability to use dynamic paths throughout the application was added. For
example, you can use it in REZ files, when saving data files and in image clip names.



Auto Form ID with One Template - The ability to turn on Auto Form ID when only using one template was added.



Turn off Recovery Logging - The ability to turn off auto recovery was added. If this feature is used, and the
software crashes, you will not be able to restore your work (feature is off by default).



Blank Fields in CSV File - A problem was fixed where there would be extra blank fields when exporting data to
the CSV format.



Saving Data With File Extensions - A problem was fixed where occasionally Remark would not include the file
extension when saving data.



Error Selecting SMTP as Default Email - An error was fixed when selecting the SMTP option as your default email
client.



Custom Data Transform Issue with Appended OMR Regions - An issue was fixed where appended OMR regions'
data was combined into one field when using the custom data export format.

Template Editor- New Features and Enhancements


Value Numbering for Appended Regions - An issue was fixed where sequential value numbering did not always
work for appended OMR regions.



Pasting Question Text - An issue was fixed with pasting information into the question text of a region where all
of the information didn't paste.
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